O HORIZON O

Timber construction, glass box, soil, plant material, drawings, works on paper, objects, digital prints
Assemblage structure modeled and measured on the seven key soil horizon layers indicated and expanded on through drawings, objects, images and
plant material. Further investigations will follow on the complex world of ‘soil’ as a medium of cultural, creative and agro-political discourse in relation to
a rapidly declining medium and its inherent relationship to climate change and its impact on food security.
What If We Got It Wrong? is a touring group exhibition of 15 Irish or Irish-based artists engaged in issues of climate change produced by the Centre
Culturel Irlandais in the lead up to the international COP21 Climate Conference in Paris in December 2015.
http://www.leitrimsculpturecentre.ie/programme/exhibitions/2016/exb_whatif_2016.html
www.centreculturelirlandais.com
(2016)

1-Meter-Square

1 Meter-square play’s upon the construction of alternative
histories based on the often incidental and changing propagation of plants, land-use and human intervention. This work
was developed in response to a residency programme run by
MIGAA Berlin/ACA England.
(2016)
Allenheads Contemporary Arts
http://www.acart.org.uk/
http://www.acart.org.uk/AASB-brochure.pdf
Unique fold-out document, vinyl wall text installation, digital
slide projection

Art, Food, Climate Change

Co-collective Collaborative Engagement: Led by Tue Greenfort & Kultivator (2015)
Field visits to various alternative farms and community gardens, wasted food collection, cooking for refugees, conversations on food politics
Agora Collective, Berlin Curator: Caique Tizzi & Ece Pazarbassi
http://everythingunderthesun.agoracollective.org/

Of Land and Soil

Site-specific Collaborative Engagement - Re-visioning the Garden Shed (2015)
Flangans Field Community Garden, Dublin
Commissioned: Bealtaine Age & Opportunity + Dublin City Council Arts Office
http://bealtaine.com/land-and-soil

Biochrome 54

Site-specific project that focused on the persistence expansion of urban plants
considered invasive and/or weed like forms and their habitual and residual
characteristics.
(2015)
Series of 18 temporary posters re-photographed on-site in Geneva
http://utopiana.ch/christine-mackey/

Spontaneous Generations + The Potting Shed + Fortifying Beds
In 2013, I undertook a six-week residency for ArtLink in a defunct
military fort based at Dunree north of Buncrana on the Inishowen
Peninsula, North Coast of Ireland. This coastal defense fortification
was built as a Royal Navy position during the Napoleonic Wars and remained under British sovereignty until 1938. The Irish Army manned
the guns at the Fort until decommissioned following World War II.
Today, Fort Dunree is a museum of military artifacts as well as home
to ArtLink the longest established art company in Donegal.
Phase 1: SPONTANEOUS GENERATIONS
Geomorphological traces of the fort were visible everywhere and
in between these fissures were the settlement of pioneer species.
Through seasonal walks the identification of these diverse communities were tracked and recorded, and prompted an in-depth reading of
the healing properties or fortifying attributes specific to each plant.
This process generated an archive of the terrain and led to a deeper
engagement with the site.
SLIDE 28: Phase 2: FROM PLANTS TO BUILDINGS
The time frame of the residency was extended in order to focus on
how or by what means a sensitive engagement that had longevity
beyond the constraints of the residency could be developed.
I reviewed the material in response to Phase 1. This shifted attention
from plants to buildings. One in particular lent itself to the possibility of an outdoor multifunctional space. With approval in place, the
building and grounds were re-activated as a living herbarium based
on the idea of the re-commoning of a public space. Materials found
and up-cycled on-site were shaped by the hands of a community of
volunteers who all had a keen personal attachment to the fort.
Phase 3: RAISED BEDS
The area in front of the shed was also cleared, which had all the formal characteristics of a walled garden (the grounds and shed were
originally used as a storage depot for machines and fuel). Raised beds
were constructed, snuggled near the boundary walls on both sides.
These were planted with seeds collected on-site chosen for their specific fortifying healing properties.
FROM BULLETS TO SEEDS - THE MIX
In addition, I put together a ‘fortifying seed-bed mix’, which on launch
day people were invited to take a packet, and plant the seeds where
ever, which way they wished - seedling a generative ‘here-after’ affect, that marked the cyclical spontaneous process of this project.
http://www.artlink.ie/the-potting-shed.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4LUL45iTSI

The Potting Shed + Fortifying Beds

Site-specific Residency Project
Reclamation of an out-door build, collection and distribution of seeds, development of garden - Fortifying Beds
(2013-2014)
ArtLink, Donegal Curator: Declan Sheehan
http://www.artlink.ie/the-potting-shed.html

Seed Matter (2010-2013)

Seed Matter (2010-2013) developed as a series of evolving art-works
and exhibitions that culminated as a publication, which took at the
core of its research the politics of seeds. The project investigated
through four significant developments in the way in which plants are
regarded and researched socially and culturally; namely human-plant
geographies, critical plant studies, cultural botany and environmental
change.
Key to this research is the relationships among peoples perception of
seeds, and their contemporary and historical role in society. Under
consideration is how artists respond to the idea of vegetal beings with
social efficacy that underlines an ethical friction between aesthetics
and environmental activism. The material generated during this
project aimed to expand new directions in my art practice based
on the ‘agency of seeds’ and the entangled narratives and often
antagonistic relationships between human and non-human relations.
The development of the work stemmed from recorded conversations
and interviews, photographic reportage, international and national
archival research that included a research visit to the Svaldbard
Seed Bank. I actively invited and developed contact with a range of
participants from different backgrounds (Seed Ambassadors Sarah
Kleegar and Andrew Still who had visited the Vavilov Research
Institute in Russia – the oldest living seed bank in the world, and
Sanaa - Al Sheick from the Iraqi Seed Bank.), which involved carefully
orchestrated and recorded conversations around such issues as plant
hunting, allotments, indigenous agricultural practices relative to
national and international concerns with regards too environmental
issues, land-use, and plant resources.
It was my intention to make visible complex exchanges in an attempt
to connect common matters of concern across diverse disciplines
through our universal attachment to plants as a source of energy and
from which all life begins.
http://www.academia.edu/22008926/Seed_Matter

An Enduring Monument

Prints/pedastel/gold cast pea/table/glass/seed propagating unit/drawings/books
Dimensions variable
(2015) Delfina Foundation, London Curator: Nat Muller
http://delfinafoundation.com/whats-on/exhibition-stirring-the-pot-of-story-food-history-memory/

Seed Boards

Framed works combining drawings, pressed plant material,
photographic archive/text
30 inches x 20 inches [each framed work] of which there are 14
Solo Exhibition Work
(2013)
http://gallery.limerick.ie/Exhibitions/
ExhibitionsArchive/2013Exhibitions/ChristineMackeySeedMatter.
Collection held with The Arts Council of Ireland

PIP & Re-visiting the archive

PIP/Re-visiting the Archive sees Mackey return to a former site in Sligo, where she had mapped an orchard in a previous
project RIVERWORKS 2006-2008 to discover that the original site had been destroyed and in its place a storage depot had
been constructed. In response to this erasure, Mackey decided to commemorate the orchard by planting an apple tree [Brown
Crofton] at the original site. This unofficial ‘break in’ is documented in the video work P I P. This work part activist – part
gardening attempts to draw attention to the destruction or ‘de-value’ of land resources and cultural habitats that had once been
signification social and environmental sites of exchange for local communities. Running parallel is a video work titled Nick’s
Press, which documents the ‘lost’ craft of pressing apples during ‘apple day’ an annual event held by Manorhamilton Transition.
Installation work with video/photographic framed work with text/books
Limerick City Gallery of Art (2013)
Seed Matter
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qm_Va2ZJndY
http://aestheticsofprotest.org/pip-planting-in-progess/
http://gallery.limerick.ie/Exhibitions/ExhibitionsArchive/2013Exhibitions/ChristineMackeySeedMatter.html

PIP & Re-visiting the archive

Installation work : series of apple prints on cork paper with video installation set into a table, sound work
(2013)
Limerick City Gallery of Art
Seed Matter
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suRzbYNlfQA
http://gallery.limerick.ie/Exhibitions/ExhibitionsArchive/2013Exhibitions/ChristineMackeySeedMatter.html

Transitional crossings

Installation work: Video installation/drawings/photographic work (2012-2013)
Limerick City Gallery of Art
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eMZWFyTG_0
http://gallery.limerick.ie/Exhibitions/ExhibitionsArchive/2013Exhibitions/ChristineMackeySeedMatter.html
http://www.leitrimsculpturecentre.ie/programme/exhibitions/2012/exb_christine_mackey.html
http://www.butlergallery.com/christine-mackey-seed-matter-and-other-stories/

Seed Matter - PUBLICATION

Publication (2013)
Limerick City Gallery of Art
http://www.academia.edu/22008926/Seed_Matter
Web-link for download http://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/seedmatter

Documentation of self-directed research visit to Svaldbard Seed Bank

Ecological dispersals

Installation work - plants, video projection on book, fold-out interactive leaflets, photo/map installation
(2012)
Commissioned for Tulca, Galway and Sideways Arts Walking Festival, Belgium
http://www.tragewegen.be/nl/christine-mackey-ie-en
http://www.gtigazette.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Tulca_Catalogue-November.pdf

Bee Wars

Site-specific Residency Project, Cambridge, UK & Leitrim Sculpture Centre Exhibition
(2012-2013)
Poster placard installation, double sided projection – video/plants, various objects
Dimensions: variable
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLJRt9NrzHA
http://cambridgesustainabilityresidency.com/cambridge-sustainability-residency-2013/

Balsam Bashing

Rejmyre Residency Programmme, Sweden (2014)
Publication and installation of text boards/images/video/plant research material
Web-link for download http://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/balsambashing2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0-l34hBZWU
http://rejmyreartlaborg.ipage.com/residency.html
http://www.academia.edu/22009291/BALSAM_BASHING

A Year in the Field - Set of two Publications

Web-links for download:
http://www.academia.edu/29052751/A_YEAR_IN_THE_FIELD_-_WORKBOOK
http://www.academia.edu/22009255/A_Year_in_the_Field
(2010-2012)
http://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/a5ayearinthefield
http://issuu.com/leitrimchristine/docs/a4ayearinthefieldworkbook/1
http://fingalarts.ie/public-art/public-art-panel/christine-mackey/

Trade-Off

Public Intervention (2008)
Trade-off Residency Programme
Developed on a residency programme
led by Alfredo Jaar through Leitrim and
Roscommon Arts Office and funded by
The Arts Council of Ireland
This work proposes practical and redemptive tactics towards man-made structures
and surfaces through the planting of
native Irish wild-flower seeds.
These ‘micro-wildernesses’, support a
critical investigation of global seed production and creates a platform for environmental issues materialized through
civic actions and movements on the land.
The final outcome for this project the
publication TRADE-OFF PLANTERS completed this work. This modest offering is a
visual record of this process and testifies
to the power of the subjective act that
re-affirms our relationship to people and
a place whilst acknowledging the complexity of ecological systems that govern
our planet.

Backlands - Bespoke fold out Map

Site-specific Educational Programme (2014)
Bespoke fold-out Map: Edition of 500 I Commissioned: Property Registration Authority/OPW, Dublin
http://lindashevlin.com/?portfolio=the-lung-christine-mackey
http://www.academia.edu/23576179/BACKLAND

Kolmira

Site intervention/public walks with artists (2014)
Rejmyre Residency Programmme, Sweden

Reconnaissance

Drawing works (install) series of A5 accordion sketchbooks (2013)
Long Drawn Out Exhibition, Cataylst Arts Gallery, Belfast
http://www.catalystarts.org.uk/long-drawn-out/

It’s not what we started ... but where we begin

A commission in response to The Irish Museum of Modern Art, drawing collection, featuring a new
work in response to the collection and a collaboration with New Graphic, Dublin based designers, to
produce Line Exploring Space publication, in collaboration with The National Program, IMMA.
http://newgraphic.ie/work/line-exploring-space//
http://www.imma.ie/en/page_212278.htm

RIVERwork(s)

RIVERwork(s) Publication
(2006-2008)
Commissioned by Sligo Local
Authorities as part of Unraveling
Developments with additional
support from The Arts council of
Ireland and The Sligo Art Gallery.
Publication + Exhibition.
Dimensions: 156 Pages, Full-colour,
hardbound and stitched. Ignition
Press, Co-editor: Cliodhna Shaffrey, Contributors: Dermot Healy,
Bryonie Reed, Sam Moore, Don
Cotton, Terry O’ Regan and Ciara
Healy, Artist edition: 750
The work was initiated through a
research-based approach adopting
walking as a main active tool to
explore the harbor in Sligo, which
followed Sligo River up to Lough
Gill whilst tracing the communities
who activated this site on a daily
basis. Key to this process was an
active engagement with people’s
local knowledge including walkers,
residents and fishermen.

https://www.academia.edu/22009806/RIVERwork_s_
http://www.publicart.ie/main/directory/directory/view/riverworks/40613552d3898439a4ef8cff5841973e/
http://www.firestation.ie/artists/artist/christine-mackey/
http://www.drawingcenter.org/viewingprogram/share_portfolio.cfm?pf=1425 RIVERwork(s)

This exploratory process, taking
many directions, was grounded
by my presence and connection
with people developed through
my occupation of an abandoned
gate lodge in Doorly Park, where
I set up studio for three months
and her regular website diary of
discoveries. Meticulous research
led to the publication of the book
RIVERwork(s), which is a record of
an area and

Portrait of Killruddery Gardens in Spring

The Mermaid Arts Centre (2014)
http://www.mermaidartscentre.ie/exhibitions/details/towards-a-dialogue-of-the-possible

Diagramming field change

Collaborative artist: Cambridge School of Art
(2014)
Cambridge Sustainability Residency Curator: Marina Velez
http://cambridgesustainabilityresidency.com/cambridge-sustainability-residency-2014/

Provisional

(2004-2015)
Temporary drawing installation with scotch tape and graphite
AC Institute, New York
Drawing Spaces Lisbon Portugal
Teor/e Tica Costa Rica, Central America
Contemporary Art Museum San Jose, Costa Rica
The Irish Museum of Modern Art
The Process Room Dublin Ireland
Skibberean Arts Center Cork
Catalyst Arts Gallery Belfast
ev+a Limerick City Gallery of Art
"Provisional", can mean "having the nature of a temporary arrangement made to meet special circumstances, and intended to last
only as long as these circumstances last."* Opposing the historical
map making of cartography, 'provisional' is a temporary route,
not drawn on the traditional grid. It adopts the concept of the
'rhizome'* as a process of 'de-territorialisation', which is an act of
de-stablisation, usurping the norms of topology (and cartographic
convention). This drawing event has been executed to date in
Belfast, Dublin, Costa-Rica and Limerick.
* Oxford dictionary * Deleuze and Guatari 'On the line'
http://artefuse.com/2015/04/13/provisional-christine-mackey-ac-institute-123909/ http://classic.rhizome.org/announce/events/61264/view/

